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demonstrate the interaction of technical means. Obvious to the purpose of education, teaching and methods used in the mastering 

process and the variety of tools types, deepening the content of the educational process all of these are therefore the improvement 

of educationis.  
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      Introduction       

Today's day in free the person of the formation of the problems one education in institutions educational-educational work, 

innovative pedagogical technologies  passengers requires is. This process easy because it does not have the optional built-night and 

absolutely new training system implemented research-based teaching should convert to the system. V.P.Bespalko to the definition 

of according, "the educational system – the quality of the person known to the formation of orderly, a clear goal and pre-teaching 

critical thinking that are necessary to bring the body to the effects of mutually related tools, methods and processes summary". 

      MAIN PART  

In every society the purpose of the formation of the person is defined and available in the system, respectively, should be teaching 

him. You change existing target system, change is also inevitable. Of the republic of uzbekistan "national training program" 

society, state and the family in front of their responsibility to educate citizens who feel made the prime target. This national 

education program of the state order in the field of education, national ideology, the essence of the content is fully compatible. The 

only state general goals of education in order and the system will give you a clear set of objectives or guarantee the accessibility of 

higher education for the pedagogical terms.         

Such knowledge in educational technology their means in the new thousand years, a radical twist in the state's education policy in 

the field of gives away, the teacher activity is updated, reader-hur fikrlilik in the student, shall be formed a system of humanitarian 

feelings.             

Today, the teacher (teachers)are methods that are unable in many cases separated from technology. Therefore, you need to add 

clarity to this concept will. Methods in the organization and conduct of the educational process on shall consist of a set of 

recommendations. Innovative pedagogical technologies, while pre-established yangilovchi the professional activities of the teacher 

in the way of clear goals and a summary of education, which guarantee the final result to complex events.    

The concept of educational technology aimed at innovative obvious type diversity on the one hand, in the developed countries of 

this topic at this level that he or yechilayotgan show, on the second hand, represents the result of attempts to introduce pedagogical 

technologies known pedagogical practices.          

Now the country is sufficient because the scientific potential of specialists in the investment opportunities of the combined theory 

and practice of educational technology opens the way to ensure the unity of the essence in identifying the original. Therefore, 

innovative pedagogical practice of science education technology education system directed to optimization or just as a separate 

network, you can't look at that. This field of educational technology in theoretical and practical moves combine reflects activity 

within looking for.            

  

The goal of education is now completely updated without him also suitable content, pedagogical process, with updates I want to go 

incredibly expansion of the limits of human activity, the audience to read and are great options that the new technologies (industry, 

electronic information) has access to. Testified that the quality of the changes underway today, "Study"to fit the mold of the 

traditional methods of teaching tools and process primary teacher (teachers)of the individual abilities was suitable to stay. That 

will require new methods and certain characteristics of its own, growing into component of the education process which will 
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introduce the structural and technical information found poligraf, audiovisual vosiatalar the modern realities of being converted 

into real educational technology that is available.         

Technology look into the history of the educational process, who we are, this process starting from the second half of the twentieth 

century into objective realities. This process is revolutionary information while "twist", that is, information technology in 

education – this is a "reader-student-computer" dialogue between.        

Of students in higher education institutions, scientific-technical and creative abilities to grow any type, stage, or level of education 

is one of the main tasks. Already, present day technique and technology of the age, knowledge in the field be aware of the basis of 

the economy, able to use their skills, if he could achieve the ultimate goal not to oma. Utilized ways of applying knowledge in 

practice and the improvement of the production process means know, new technology, and new technologies allows the creation of 

weapons of work.               

Wide ranging and fundamental knowledge, skills, curiosity, and personal initiative in addressing such problems as an independent 

student pursuing a clear goal stricter than the abilities of creativity the small business form the ground.   

  

Creativity is the ability to form this key prerequisite students – business. Therefore, the main task of this form of business 

organization teachers, methods, tools and which defines priorities is to provide you with the necessary information. Solution of the 

task more than the extremes of the positive supply information ministry also does not. For this reason the pedagogical aspects of 

the supply of information management, advanced their technology and that technology has been enriched with the achievements of 

an indication to take into account is worthwhile.          

Scientific-technical progress and creativity of the human factor from the process of management to achieve the pedagogical 

aspects of the subject, it works and it's specific educational management, creative problems solving methods and algorithm is 

provided for you to learn. The activities of the organization of scientific and technical creativity of students, the pedagogical 

approach of the process of preparation in relation to the management of creativity and creative individual active within the system 

one of the main issues and the information necessary to include data collection, analysis, processing, target, identify, develop a 

plan to achieve the target, the plan of work on creativity, organization, control its fulfillment, and the orderly conduct of the 

business or like to take this system takes special steps.         

  

Any management process, above all, the goal set, put on, knowing that the goal begins. This analysis of the current condition of 

facilities management and its development are starting to learn from the opportunities that can be. Targeted to the essence of 

pedagogical management of scientific and technical creativity according, with a description of the objective, which is reflected in 

the objective laws find the identities of the human person. Also targeted significant results of management thought and the person 

they are in the process of joint activity occurs. The goal, in turn, object transformations in the directions of the pedagogical 

management of its activities, the main types and determines the content.       

  

Targeted pedagogical manage their content according to the time factor , and is divided into several groups depending on 

conditions. The content of the direction, while on a conditional basis for economic, social, political, ideological and scientific-

technical guruhlash was as goals.            

Scientific and technical creativity of the person to participate in the management activities outlined pedagogical important to do it 

ready to targeted high-level objective is to ensure information boilan. The only means of objective information for the driving goal 

directed activity be it.  

      CONCLUSION  

            

The different types of the human brain have the ability to accept a different level of information, the light of this information, free 

and takes. Effective use of technical means in the process of conducting lessons from didactics problem is, basically, ko'rsatmalilik 

active in ensuring the principle of movement methods that should be assessed.     

Today without tools raised for the development of new technical education to read the bounce will not be. Innovative pedagogical 

technologies is one of the important indicators of one-of information to the reader-the student provides to the speed of transmission 

using exactly the same tools.           

Thus, with the development of science requires one of scientific and technical progress, the organization of the process of creative 

activity, to a certain extent the dimensions of the provision of information management services. Enrich your education with the 

education of the methods of the classes however and should not break the logic. Innovative educational technology reader-the 
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student creative and use them in the process of collecting information that allows the formation of the lessons from on the way 

creates certain opportunities. The content of this information in the supply of science-based information and management methods 

define the capabilities of creativity.            

Creative activities to prepare the student of the process results in many respects from the aspects that would be able to supply 

information and pedagogical direction in his requires that management is systematic and continuous.    
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